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MiD-ATlANtlC SOLAR ENERGY INOtJSlRiES ASSOCWION

March 23, 2010

James McNulty, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street, 2nd Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17102

RECEIVED
MAR 2 3 ZOIO

RE: Proposed Policy Statement on Pennsylvania Solar Projects
Docket No. M-2009-2140263

PA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
SECRETARY'S BUREAU

Dear Secretary McNulty,
Please find the enclosed original and 15 copies of the Reply Comments of Pennsylvania Solar
Energy Industries Association (PASEIA) and the Mid-Atlantic Solar Energy Industries
Association (MSEIA) regarding the Proposed Policy Statement on Pennsylvania Solar Projects.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Ron Celentano
PASEIA's President
MSEIA 's V.P.for Pennsylvania
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Introduction

PA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
.
SECRETARY'S BUREAU

Pennsylvania Solar Energy Industries Association (PASEIA) and the Mid-Atlantic Solar Energy
Industries. Association (MSEIA) submitted comments with regard to the Public Utility
Commission's Proposed Policy Statement on Pennsylvania Solar Projects, as did many other
parties: PASEIA/MSEIA wishes to* respond to several of the comments submitted by others,
particularly with regard to small solar generators.

Section: 69.2902. Definitions
Commehts.submitted by several parties recommended'redefining "solar system size1 categories.
The Sustainable Energy Fund (SEF) recommends creating three size categories, Srhall Scale up
to 15 kW, Medium Scale between 15 kW and 300 kW, and Large Scale greater than 300 kW.
MidrAtlantic Renewable Energy Fund (MAREA)1 supported SEF's comments, particuljarly with
what they defined as the Micro-Scale size of up to 15 kW: PPL Companies wanted the small and
large scale sized systems to be defined at 500 kW rather than the 200 kW proposed by the PUC.
In the proposed Policy Statement the PUC als6 recognized the very small scale category of 15

kW or less, but not as a third category.

;
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Although PASEIA/MSEIA agrees that there are differences between the solar system size groups
of 15 kW or less, and those between 15 kW and 200 kW, we feel for simplicity that these can be

bundled together to represent the small scale solar generator category. We disagree with both
SEF and PPL Companies that the large scale solar generators should be 300 kW and 500 kW,
respectively. There are already !too many solar system size categories as it is now.
Interconnection levels have categories ranging from 10 kW and 2 MW; net metering has ranges
from 50 kW for residential to 2 MW for large scale system along with. 5 MW for emergency
micro-grid configured systems^tlie AEPS legislation has a 15[kW limit: for PV systems to the
threshold level that meters are required:, and finally the PA Sunshine Program ranges between
10 kW for residential rebates and>2.00 kWrfor small cpmmercial;sized:system rebates.
Redefining small and large sized solar generators with new numeric capacities for this Policy
Statement is unnecessaryand adds another layer.: ,; . • : / v.,-- , s
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Section 69.2903 (b)(2)(iv). RFPs to establish SREC values recoverable as a reasonable
expense.
Allocation of Small Scale Solar Generators
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SEF's comments essentially recommend apportioning 5% to small systems SRECs requirements
and 7.5% for medium scale. .PASEIA/MSEIAopposes fixed carve out based on system size and
believes the market conditions will allow for competitive procurement options among market
participants as long as there is a commitment to procurement strategies that promote all sizes of
solar system development as envisioned by the Commission's Policy Statement. In addition, the
plan outlined by SEF does not allow for adequate participation by. small system developers. The
PA Sunshine Program alone will account for about 75 MW of installed solar PV capacity of
systems 200 kW or less, probably by end of 2012. That aggregated solar PV capacity, along with
existing and other new projects not funded by the Sunshine program, will far exceed the solar
share, requirement of about 80 MW at that.time. JUnder the SEF proposal, only 12.5% ofjthe
.
small scale market would be eligible to sell their SRECs into tlie PA compliance market leaving
muchof the small generator SRECs stranded. Customers \yould not be able to count on SRECs
income to help finance their systems whicli.would negatively impact the ability to develop small
scale projects.
'
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Section 69.2904 (a) - Standardized Contracts

„
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PASEIA/M^EIA agrees with First Energy'STecommendatipn that the PUC oversee the RFP .
process for SRECsfor multiple EDCs on a^statevvide basis. OSBA also commented tlmt the !
Commission should consider- a statewide procurement process for SRECs; requiring SRECs to be
purchased in a single statewide procurement (rather than purchased by each individual EDC). t
would offer a potential opportunity, for EDCs to get SRECS at reasonable prices,! arid would
assure uniform rules, for large-scale solar projects, small-scalesolar projects, and solar
aggregators. However, PASEIA/MSEIA doesn't agree that thie rules for the small-scale solar1
projects and the solar aggregators should be as complex, costly and pnerousas.they would be for
the large scale systems.
"
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Section 69.2904(b) - Contracts with Solar Aggregators
PASEIA/MSEIA very much appreciates that OCA recognizes the benefits for allowing the small
solar generator be part of the procurement strategy to meet the solar share requirement. We
strongly agree with OCA's comments that supports small scale solar aggregation. OCA states:
"The Policy Statement provides support important support for small solar projects, including
the encouragement of aggregation, the use of bilateral contracts for small projects, and the
use of standardized contracts for such projects. The OCA is particularly supportive of efforts
to enable aggregation of small solar systems. Aggregation provides an easy and accessible
means for small customers to obtain the financial support of the sale of AECs when
considering the costs and benefits of installing a system. Aggregations should also allow for
a reduction in risk related to small project AECs as the aggregator can diversify its portfolio
of resources through aggregation of different size projects, projects over a wide geographic
area or projects using differing technologies."

Section 69.2904. Contracts for the purchase of SRECs by EDCs
(e) Stakeholder working group
There was widespread support for the commission to convene a Stakeholder Working Group for
the small solar generator. However, it seems this group should address more than the framework
for SRECs contracts for small system generators. ; The Group could address other solar issues
under the Commission's purview, many of which are raised through this comment process
First Energy and PPL Companies are concerned that their SREC requirements in future years
will likely drop below what they have contracted for in previous years due to customers dropping
their default suppliers and choosing a new electric generation supplier (EGS). Under this
circumstance, utilities want the option to sell surplus SRECs to EGSs, but could have to sell
them at a lower cost than the original contracts. Under this scenario, the EDCs would expect to
receive cost recovery for any "over supply" sold at a lower value then in the original contracts.
This may be reasonable as long as any "over supply" sold above contract terms is credited back
to ratepayers. The first option should be to have the EDC demonstrate why banking excess
SRECS to be used for the next compliance cycle is not a better course of action.

Conclusion
MSEIA/PASEIA appreciates the significant efforts taken by the Commission to identify and
recognize the barriers to promoting solar projects, particularly for small solar generators. We
look forward to establishing a Stakeholders Solar Working Group to work through the barriers
for small scale solar generators, while minimizing the cost to the ratepayer.

Ron Celentano. Vice President-PA for MSEIA, President, PASEIA
3/23/2010
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for your acts or omissions, including but not limited lo
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set out in the current FedEx Service Guide.
'
You may call our Customer Service department at
1 .BOO.GoFedEx 1.800.463.3339 to report a claim; howeii
you must still file a timely written claim.
'
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you must make the original sliipping cartons and p a d
available for inspection.
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We may, at our option, open and
your packages before or after you give them to us to
Right Of R e j e c t i o n
We reserve the right to reject;
shipment when such shipment would be likely to caus
delay or damage to other shipments, equipment, or \
' personnel; or if the shipment is prohibited by law; or if
shipment would violate any terms of our Airbill or t h e ;
FedEx Service Guide.
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CO.D. SERVICE IS NOT AVAILABl
THIS AIRBILL. If CO.D. Service is required, please use
C.0.0. Airbill. '
Air Transportation Tax Included
A federal exc
tax when required by the Internal Revenue Code on I
transportation portion of this service, if any, is paid b
M o n e y - B a c k G u a r a n t e e In the event of untimely
FedEx will, at your request and with some limitations
. orcredit : alltransportation charges. Seethe current 1
Service Ggide for mdre.informatio'n; .' •,
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